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ABSTRACT: It is well known that several mutation and repair processes preferentially act on single-stranded DNA and, combined with selection
pressure, suggest that the mutation patterns within exomes should be different from the genome-wide pattern. This study tests this hypothesis by comparing
exome-wide and genome-wide mutation patterns in seven different tumor samples. These seven tumor samples were selected because they contain at least
2000 somatic autosomal single base substitutions (SBSs) within exonic regions and allow a direct comparison with the genome-wide mutation patterns.
To determine whether they are statistically the same, 1000 Bootstrap samples, without replacement, were created to generate files with the same number
of SBSs as the exome-wide results for each tumor sample. The genome-wide, exome-wide, and 1000 Bootstrap mutation samples were each used to build a
somatic autosomal mutation matrix (SAMM), which captures the mutation pattern in the context of the central position of a pentanucleotide. The Manhattan
distances between the 1000 Bootstrap SAMMs and the genome-wide SAMM are used to determine whether the difference between the exome-wide and
genome-wide SAMMs is a result of a smaller number of SBSs, or if there are slight differences in the mutation patterns. One of the exome-wide SAMMs is
statistically the same as its corresponding genome-wide pattern; the others show slight differences. To determine whether the mutation patterns are similar,
a distance-dependent 6-nearest neighbor classifier was used to predict the tissue of origin of the exome sample when compared to 908 genome-wide mutation
patterns from 12 different tissue types. Six of the seven exome patterns are nearest neighbors to their corresponding genome-wide mutation patterns, and all
seven exome patterns are correctly classified as to their tissue of origin. Therefore, even though there may well be differences in specific mutations between
the genome and exome, exome mutations still contain the overall mutation pattern of the whole genome and the tissue of origin.
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Introduction

Somatic mutations alter DNA sequences that, in turn, may
affect protein expression levels and/or function. This protein
dysregulation may lead to diseases including cancer. Whole
genome sequencing (or genome-wide sequencing [GWS]) of
tumor and blood samples from an individual identifies somatic
mutations present in the tumor genome. They represent and
interplay between the mutations caused by environmental
and biological processes1–5 and various repair mechanisms.6,7
Certain mutation processes produce a characteristic mutation
pattern, or signature,8,9 such as C→T and CC→TT mutations
from exposure to ultraviolet light.
Deep sequencing has shown that there is heterogeneity
in the genome across normal10–15 and tumor cells16–25 within
the same tissue. Exogenous and endogenous processes cause
genetic mutations which accumulate over time, but the exact
location of the mutation varies from clone to clone. Competitive
advantage of a given clone may cause a temporal expansion,
suggesting that a single clone may account for a majority of the
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cells within a given tumor.24 Whether or not tumors originate
from a single cell, 26 exosomes may initiate tumor formation in
normal adjacent cells with different mutation patterns through
cellular crosstalk.27,28 These exosomes may also be excreted
and prime other tissues to allow the adhesion of circulating
tumor cells, leading to metastasis.29
Several different approaches have been used to analyze
somatic mutations within a tumor. Some studies examine the
genes that are affected, potentially with the goal of identifying the small number of driver mutations from those that
are passenger mutations.22,30,31 A second line of investigation
examines the overall pattern of mutations, with the hope of
identifying mutational processes responsible for the pattern.
Other investigations examine mutation patterns within
sub-regions of the genome. This investigation extends earlier work, 32 which examined the overall mutation patterns
obtained from GWS.
Several earlier studies represented the pattern of mutations by storing the mutation within the context of the central
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position of a trinucleotide.2,33 There are 64 possible trinucleotides, but since GTA, for example, is also TAC on the complementary strand, there are only 32 unique trinucleotides.
Since the central nucleotide can be mutated to one of the three
other nucleotides, the overall mutation frequencies are represented by a 96-element vector. From a collection of M tumor
samples, M 96-element vectors are produced. To determine
whether there are mutation patterns common to these mutation patterns, several studies have reduced these M 96-element
vectors to a set of k 96-element mutation signatures2,25,26,34–38
using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF).39,40 Using
matrix notation, NMF can be written as follows:
A ~ W × H(1)
A is a 96 × M matrix that contains the M 96-element
mutation frequency vectors stored column-wise, W is a 96 × k
matrix containing the k mutation signatures, and H is a k × M
matrix containing the k coefficients for each of the M mutation vectors. NMF is unique in that W and H only contain
nonnegative numbers. In other words, each 96-element
frequency vector is approximated by adding some or all of the
k mutation signatures, and no frequencies are reduced during the summation. W and H are initially constructed using
random nonnegative numbers, and a gradient search is used to
update their elements. Programs are available to perform this
dimensional reduction.38,39
While NMF is a useful method to reduce the full set of
M mutation vectors to a smaller set of k signatures, there are
some limitations. First, the final set of signatures and coefficients represents the local stationary point relative to the
randomly generated starting point. Further tests are necessary
to ensure that this is a minimum and not a saddle point, and
there is no guarantee that the globally optimum set of signatures and coefficients is obtained. Second, the obtained set of
signatures and coefficients is not unique. Given any nonsingular, nonnegative matrix D, the matrix multiplication can be
rewritten as follows:
W × D × D-1 × H(2)
In other words, W × D is an equally valid set of k signatures and represents a linear combination of the original
signatures. When they are used with the updated coefficient
matrix, given by D-1 × H, they produce the same approximation to the set of M 96-element frequency vectors, A.
As with any dimensional reduction procedures, NMF
loses some information. In other words, the product of W and
D does not exactly reproduce the 96-element mutation frequencies stored in A (Equation 1). The residual error in each
mutation vector may contribute to differences between mutation patterns in different tumors of the same tissue type. The
relative contributions of the signatures to different mutation frequencies measure the similarities between mutation
10
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patterns within a given tumor type and across tumor types.
Finally, there is no one-to-one correspondence between a
given signature and a mutation mechanism. A given mechanism may contribute to more than one signature, and there
may be extra mutation frequencies within the signature that
are not associated with this mechanism. It has been shown
that the contributions of two signatures correlate with the
time between tumor diagnosis and extraction,41 which may be
due to a single mutation mechanism.
All of the studies described earlier treat a single base
substitution (SBS) in the context of occurring at the central
position of a trinucleotide. An examination of the mutation
pattern generated by aristolochic acid3 found that A→T (T→A)
transversions occurred within the sequence motif A[C|T]
AGG, suggesting that the analysis may have to go beyond
the trinucleotide. This led to the development of the somatic
autosomal mutation matrix (SAMM).32 This matrix captures the mutation pattern within a pentanucleotide centered
on the altered nucleotide by using a sliding trinucleotide,
allowing mutations at the first, second, and third positions.
It is a 32 × 12 matrix where each row represents a unique
trinucleotide determined by requiring a purine to reside in
the central position. The first three columns represent the
mutation to an adenine in the first, second, and third positions (denoted as 1.a, 2.a, and 3.a, respectively), followed by
thymine (1.t, 2.t, and 3.t), cytosine (1.c, 2.c, and 3.t), and
guanine (1.g, 2.g, and 3.g). For example, if aristolochic acid
caused the mutation ACAGG→ACTGG, the first of the
three trinucleotide mutations would be ACA→ACT. Since
the central position contains a pyrimidine, the mutation on
the complementary strand would be considered (TGT→AGT)
and is denoted as TGT_1.a. The second trinucleotide considered is CAG→CTG (denoted as CAG_2.t), and the third
trinucleotide is AGG→TGG (denoted as AGG_1.t). Since
a nucleotide cannot mutate into itself, three elements within
each row must be zero. By examining all somatic mutations
within a tumor sample, a 32 × 12 count matrix is constructed.
Dividing each row by the number of times each trinucleotide
and its complement appear in the reference genome produces
a frequency matrix. After scaling all frequencies to sum to 1.0,
the SAMM is produced.
As the name implies, the SAMM only contains autosomal
mutations. The reason for this is that the count of a number of
times each trinucleotide appears in all chromosomes depends
on the gender of the sample, and in many instances, this information is not available. In addition, Bootstrap sampling32
showed that the change in the resulting SAMM became
reasonably large if the number of SBSs was less than 2000,
so there is a requirement that at least 2000 SBSs should be
used to generate the SAMM. Therefore, this procedure could
not be used to process some of the somatic mutation datasets
examined in other studies.25 The only other caveat is that the
pentanucleotide centered on a given SBS is not allowed to
have any other mutations. If two mutations are adjacent, or
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separated by a single nucleotide, there is no way to determine
which mutation occurred first. This makes a definitive determination of what trinucleotide is mutated impossible.
An earlier study examined the genome-wide somatic
mutations of 909 cancer genomes32,42 and, using a distancedependent 6-nearest neighbor (DD-6NN) classification algorithm, showed that an SAMM could be used to determine the
tissue of origin of the tumor to a high accuracy. It should be
noted that this classification algorithm measured the difference between SAMMs and was therefore different from earlier
studies that compared mutation signatures, 2,25,26,34–38 which
examined the similarity between mutation patterns. These
studies used a relatively small set of signatures to approximately recreate the mutation vectors from a large number of
tumors. In contrast, the SAMM investigation32 generated
putative mechanistic template mutation matrices (MTMMs),
representing oxidative damage, photo damage, 5mCpG deamination, and mutations caused by the action of the APOBEC
family of deaminases. This is not a complete list of mutational
processes that act on a genome, and these putative MTMMs
accounted for at most 58% of all mutation frequencies and, in
several tumors, less than 10% of the total SAMMs. On the
other hand, the oxidative damage to MTMM had many of
the largest contributions in lung cancers, the 5mCpG deamination MTMM was generally larger in pancreatic cancers,
and the APOBEC deamination template was the largest in
breast cancers. Again, this showed a partial similarity in the
SAMMs among the lung, pancreas, and breast SAMMs,
respectively, but a large fraction of the mutation frequencies was unaccounted for. Therefore, the Manhattan distance
across all of the mutation frequencies was used in the classifier
to determine the tissue of origin.
It is known that exonic mutations must undergo selection pressure and that specific mutational mechanisms may
act on single-stranded DNA, including strand bias with
transcription-coupled repair.7 It has also been observed that
specific mutations exhibit a strand bias within exonic regions
but not within whole genome studies.34 This is not surprising
since transcription occurs only on a single strand of a given gene,
and this is not true during the mitotic replication of intergenic

regions. Even so, there is still the question of whether the overall mutation patterns are different between GWS and exomewide sequencing (EWS) investigations of somatic mutation.
Determining whether EWS mutation patterns (EWSSAMM) are statistically similar to their respective GWS
patterns (GWS-SAMM) can be accomplished by comparing
the difference between EWS- and GWS-SAMMs against
1000 SAMMs randomly generated from the GWS somatic
mutations. To determine whether a EWS-SAMM still maintains a mutational pattern consistent with GWS-SAMMs
from the same tissue, a DD-6NN classifier is used to compare
each EWS-SAMM against 908 GWS-SAMMs representing
12 different tissue types.32,42

Methods

SAMM generation. To be consistent with the earlier
investigation, 32 we require that each EWS-SAMM represents at least 2000 SBSs. Examining each of the 909 somatic
mutation files used in the previous study, only seven files
contained a sufficient number of mutations, such that more
than 2000 SBSs resided within exonic regions. These seven
samples are listed in Table 1, along with the number of SBSs
used to generate the original GWS-SAMM and the number
of SBSs present within the EWS-SAMM. They represent
two pancreatic tumors, two melanomas, one liver tumor, one
myeloid leukemia, and one lung tumor.
The construction of the GWS-SAMMs required dividing the observed number of mutations in each position of a
given trinucleotide by the number of times that trinucleotide
appeared within the human reference genome.32 Therefore,
construction of the EWS-SAMM first required determining
the number of times that each unique trinucleotide appears
within exonic regions. With this information, the EWSSAMMs were generated using the procedure outlined earlier.
Inherent in this procedure is the assumption that mutation
frequencies are similar across exonic regions. It has been shown
that mutation rates vary within exonic regions and are higher in
genes with low expression levels and that appear late in DNA
replication.22 The trinucleotide counts within these genes
could therefore be given a larger weight. Conversely, mutation

Table 1. Description of the seven tumor samples.
SAMPLE

EXAMINED SBSs #

EXONIC SBSs #

SOURCE

TYPE

DO33091

77987

2194

PACA-AU_ICGC

Pancreatic

DO35442

85732

2803

PACA-CA_ICGC

Pancreatic

DO45299

166215

4237

LIRI-JP_ICGC

Liver

DO49530

354522

4233

LAML-KR_ICGC

Myeloid leukemia

LUAD-5V8LT

287174

3943

Lung_Adeno_Sanger

Lung

ME009

263374

4979

Melanoma_Berger

Melanoma

ME044

140333

2006

Melanoma_Berger

Melanoma

Notes: # Examined SBSs is the number of nonadjacent autosomal single base substitutions within the genome examined earlier.32 # Exonic SBSs are those that
reside within exonic regions. Source is the dataset and source of the sample. Type is the tumor/tissue type.
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rates were also observed in exonic regions that do not conform
to these rules, suggesting that sample-specific processes may
be involved.22 For example, replication timing may be affected
by germline mutations in replication timing trait loci.43
Therefore, each sample may have to be individually examined
to determine local mutation frequencies and use this information to obtain weighted trinucleotide frequencies. This would
also apply to the examination of whole genome trinucleotide
counts. Since the earlier study of GWS-SAMMs32 used
unweighted counts across the entire genome, a comparable
method will be used here for exonic regions.
Producing the graphical displays. An in-house program
produced a heatmap for each of the SAMMs by generating
input for the imaging program fly (http://martin.gleeson.
com/fly/). The intensity of the red color is determined after
multiplying each of the scaled frequencies by 100; a value
above 6.5 is represented in full red, values between 6.5 and
5.5 yield a slightly weaker red, and so on. Scaled values below
0.5 are white. The seven EWS and GWS-SAMMs are compared by calculating the Manhattan distance across all matrix
elements for every pair of SAMMs. This is just the sum of the
absolute difference in mutation frequencies across all matrix
elements. The resulting distance matrix is used to produce an
unweighted average linkage dendrogram using the program
Multidendrogram.44
Comparison of the EWS-SAMM and GWS-SAMM.
To describe the method used to determine if each EWSSAMM was statistically similar to its corresponding GWSSAMM, the pancreatic tumor data from sample DO33091
(PACA-AU_ICGC)32 will be used as an example. This
sample contains 77,987 SBSs that are used to construct the
GWS-SAMM, and of these, 2,194 SBSs reside within exonic
regions and are used to construct the EWS-SAMM (Table 1).
Using a random number generator, 1000 Bootstrap subsets of
the tumor mutations are selected; each containing 2194 SBSs.
This selection is done without replacement so that all of the
SBSs are unique. Each subset is used to construct a SAMM,
denoted Boot-SAMM(I). The Manhattan distance between
the EWS-SAMM and the GWS-SAMM is compared to the

distances between Boot-SAMM(I) and the GWS-SAMM
(I = 1, 2, …, 1000). This set of 1000 Bootstrap distances is
used to calculate a mean and standard deviation. From this,
a z-score is determined for the distance between the EWSSAMM and the GWS-SAMM, from which a P-value is
determined. This procedure was repeated for all of the samples
listed in Table 1.
Inferring the tissue of origin. To determine whether the
EWS-SAMM still maintained the mutation pattern representing the tissue of origin, or tumor type, the same DD-6NN
classifier used in the previous study32,42 is employed. In this
previous study, 909 tumor samples were examined representing 13 tissue types, but during the classification of tissue of
origin, only 904 samples were examined from 11 tissue types.
The acute lymphoblastic leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia
samples were excluded, since there were only one sample and
four samples within these tissue types, respectively. Since one
of the myeloid leukemia samples is used in this investigation
(DO49530), the tissue of origin investigation includes this tissue type and each EWS-SAMM is compared to 908 GWSSAMMs representing 12 tissue types.

Results

The results of comparing the distance to the GWS-SAMM
between the EWS-SAMM and the subset Boot-SAMMs
generated using the same number of randomly selected SBSs
are shown in Table 2. For each sample, the second column
shows the Manhattan distance between the EWS-SAMM
and the corresponding GWS-SAMM. The minimum, maximum, and mean distance between the 1000 Boot-SAMMs
and the GWS-SAMM are shown in columns 3–5, respectively. The sixth column lists the standard deviation of the
1000 Bootstrap distances from the mean, and the seventh
column shows the z-score for the distance between the EWS
and GWS-SAMMs. The final column shows the P-value
obtained from the z-score.
In six of the seven cases, the EWS-SAMM is further from the GWS-SAMM than any of the 1000 BootSAMMs. In fact, they are between 8.6 and 25.2 standard

Table 2. Comparison of the EWS-SAMM and the 1000 Bootstrap SAMMs to the corresponding GWS-SAMM.
SAMPLE

d(EWS-GWS)

MIN[b(BOOT)]

MAX[b(BOOT)]

MEAN

ST.DEV

Z-SCORE

P-VALUE

DO33091

0.2114

0.0814

0.1624

0.1116

0.0116

8.6229

,0.00001

DO35442

0.2328

0.0634

0.1263

0.0918

0.0101

13.9586

,0.00001

DO45299

0.1812

0.0685

0.1184

0.0913

0.0082

10.9923

,0.00001

DO49530

0.3205

0.0858

0.1373

0.1067

0.0085

25.2181

,0.00001

LUAD-5V8LT

0.1308

0.0978

0.1491

0.1218

0.0084

1.0720

0.1419

ME009

0.1743

0.0541

0.1024

0.0727

0.0071

14.2952

,0.00001

ME044

0.2431

0.0944

0.1808

0.1294

0.0132

8.6299

,0.00001

Notes: For each sample in Table 1: d(EWS-GWS) is the Manhattan distance to the GWS-SAMM for the EWS-SAMM; the minimum (min[b(Boot)]), maximum
(max[b(Boot)]), and mean distance 1000 Bootstrap-generated SAMMS (mean), the standard deviation of the 1000 Bootstrap distances (SD), the z-score of the
EWS-GWS distance from a one-sample t-test (z-score), and the corresponding P-value.
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deviations from the mean separation of the Bootstrap samples. These large z-values suggest that there is less than
0.001% chance representing the same mutation pattern. In
contrast, the EWS-SAMM from the lung tumor sample
LUAD-5V8LT is closer to the GWS-SAMM of this sample
than the furthest of the Bootstrap-generated SAMM. When
Boot-SAMM(I) is ordered from the closest to the furthest
from the GWS-SAMM, the EWS-SAMM lies between the
855th and 856th Bootstrap samples. The resulting z-score is
1.072, producing in a P-value of 0.142. Therefore, one cannot
reject the null hypothesis that the EWS-SAMM and GWSSAMM are same.
The results from the DD-6NN classification of the tissue
of origin are presented in Table 3. The third and fourth columns of this table give the sample identification and tissue
type of the nearest neighbor GWS-SAMM. For six of the
seven EWS-SAMMs, the nearest neighbor is the corresponding GWS-SAMM. In the seventh case, a melanoma sample
(ME044) is slightly closer to the GWS-SAMM of another
melanoma sample, ME049 (0.203), than to its own GWSSAMM (0.243).
As in the previous studies, 32,42 the classification of the
tissue of origin from the DD-6NN classifier was performed
in two ways. The first requires that the membership in a
tissue type be at least 0.5 for a definitive classification, and
the second uses a maximum likelihood approach where the
EWS-SAMM is assigned to the tissue type with the largest
membership. These classification results are presented in the
fifth and sixth columns of Table 3, respectively. Using the first
criterion, five of the seven EWS-SAMMs are assigned to the
correct tissue of origin. One of the pancreatic cancer samples
(DO35442) and the myeloid leukemia sample (DO49530)
received a classification of Undetermined, since none of the
membership probabilities exceeded 0.50. This is not unexpected in the latter case since the set of 908 GWS-SAMMs
contained only four samples of this tissue type, requiring that
some of the nearest neighbors be from other tissue types.

When a maximum likelihood criterion is used, all seven
EWS-SAMMs are assigned to the correct tissue of origin.
A comparison of the membership probabilities in each
tissue type for the seven EWS-SAMMs and the six corresponding GWS-SAMMs32,42 is presented in Supplementary
Table 1. Again, it should be noted that the myeloid leukemia
sample was not examined in the previous study due to the small
number of samples. In three of the six remaining samples, the
EWS-SAMM had a larger membership in the correct tissue
type than the corresponding GWS-SAMM (DO33091,
DO45299, and ME009). For the lung tumor sample (LUAD5V8LT), the EWS-SAMM membership in the lung tissue
type (0.936) is virtually same as the GWS-SAMM (0.938).
In the other two samples, DO35442 and ME044, the GWSSAMM membership in the correct tissue type is larger than
the EWS-SAMM.
Dulak et al45 examined the exome and whole genome
mutation patterns of esophageal adenocarcinomas and identified one individual where a specific mutation pattern was
significantly different between the genome and exome. In
particular, AAN→ACN transversions were significantly
higher across the entire genome than within exonic regions,
as measured in mutations/Mb. Some of this difference represents true decreases in the mutations in exonic regions, and
some is due to the fact that these trinucleotides are present in
exons less than expected by chance. For example, the AAT/
ATT trinucleotide is present 133,375,539 times in the reference genome. Since 2.56% of all nucleotides reside within
exonic regions, one might expect that this trinucleotide to be
present 3,414,505 times within exons. In reality, AAT/TAA
is only present 2,244,199 times within exonic regions, or only
65.7% of the expected number. For AAA/TTT, AAC/GTT,
and AAG/CTT, the exonic counts are 66.9%, 87.2%, and
96.7% of the expected number, respectively. Therefore, some
of the observed decrease in mutations/Mb may simply be due
to a decrease in the number of these trinucleotides within
exonic regions.

Table 3. Results of the distance-dependent 6-nearest neighbor classification of the tissue of origin when each exome-wide SAMM is
compared against 908 genome-wide SAMMs representing 12 different tissue types, as well as the identity of the nearest neighbor (NN)
genome-wide SAMM.
SAMPLE

TISSUE TYPE

NN_SAMPLE

NN_TISSUE-TYPE

PREDICT

EXP_MAX

DO33091

Pancreatic

DO33091

Pancreatic

Pancreatic

Pancreatic

DO35442

Pancreatic

DO35442

Pancreatic

Undetermined

Pancreatic

DO45299

Liver

DO45299

Liver

Liver

Liver

DO49530

Myeloid Leukemia

DO49530

Myeloid Leukemia

Undetermined

Myeloid Leukemia

LUAD-5V8LT

Lung

LUAD-5V8LT

Lung

Lung

Lung

ME009

Melanoma

ME009

Melanoma

Melanoma

Melanoma

ME044

Melanoma

ME049

Melanoma

Melanoma

Melanoma

Notes: Tissue type is the known tissue/tumor type of the sample. NN_Sample is the nearest neighbor GWS-SAMM. NN_Tissue-Type is the tissue/tumor type of this
nearest neighbor GWS-SAMM. Predict is the predicted tissue/tumor type requiring a membership of at least 50% in the classifier. Exp_Max is the predicted tissue/
tumor type with the largest membership value.
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To test this hypothesis, the previous investigation of
genome-wide somatic mutations32 examined 16 esophageal
adenocarcinomas with at least 2000 somatic autosomal SBSs
(ESAD-UK from ICGC). Of these, 12 contained at least
one A→C mutation for each of the four AAN trinucleotides. Supplementary Table 2 gives the binomial probability
of observing the reported number of mutations or less for each
trinucleotide in each sample using both the genome-wide
probability of a trinucleotide residing within an exonic region
(0.0256) and the probability based on the ratio of the number of counts of each trinucleotide in exonic regions to the
entire genome. The former will give results similar to those
reported in Dulak et al,45 and the latter employs the procedure used in calculating a SAMM.32 In four cases, changing
the probability of observation caused the AAT→ACT mutation to vary from significant (a = 0.05) to not significant. For
DO10850, this mutation is not significantly reduced within
exonic regions using either probability, and for DO10852,
only the AAG→ACG is significantly lower within exonic
regions using either probability.

Discussion

The heatmaps for the EWS- and GWS-SAMMs are shown
in Supplementary Figure 1 for each of the samples. The frequencies for each of the top 10 mutations are also included
below each heatmap. The two pancreatic cancer samples
(DO33091 and DO35442) show strong signals representing 5mCpG deamination.32 This mechanism is consistent
with the eight highest mutation frequencies in both the
EWS- and GWS-SAMMs. They both also show a pattern
of C→T transitions within the motif NUC (any nucleotide
followed by a purine and cytosine). This motif accounts for
the last two mutations shown in Supplementary Figure 1 for
both samples. Similar patterns are present in the EWS- and
GWS-SAMM heatmaps of the liver sample, DO45299. In
contrast to the pancreatic samples, the EWS- and GWSSAMMs for DO45299 also show a pattern consistent with
NAC→NGC and TAN→TGN. TAC→TGC, which is the
common mutation to both motifs, has one of the top 10 frequencies in both the EWS- and GWS-SAMMs. The heatmaps for the leukemia sample, DO49530, contain many
of the same mutations with large frequencies as the other
heatmaps. They differ from the others in the mutations with
smaller frequencies. For example, both the EWS and GWS
heatmaps contain mutations of the form NAT→NAC and
NAT→NGT. The EWS and GWS heatmaps for the lung
sample, LUAD-5V8LT, are extremely similar to each other
and very different from the others. The first observation is the
lack of a strong 5mCpG deamination signal. In addition, all of
the top 10 mutation frequencies correspond to G→T (C→A)
transversions. Mutations at a guanine are consisted with oxidative damage caused by cigarette smoke.46 The EWS and
GWS heatmaps for the two melanoma samples are also very
different from those of the other samples. There is a strong
14
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similarity between the EWS and GWS heatmaps for each
sample, but the heatmaps for ME009 are considerably different from those for ME044.
To elucidate the similarities and differences of the
EWS- and GWS-SAMMs further, the dendrogram produced from an unweighted average linkage clustering is
shown in Supplementary Figure 2. As a point of reference,
since the SAMMs have frequencies scaled to sum to 1.0, the
maximum theoretical distance between any pair of SAMMs
is 2.0. Starting from the left of the dendrogram, each pancreatic sample first clusters the EWS-SAMM with its GWSSAMM, and then they cluster together. As described earlier,
the liver sample has mutation frequencies similar to the pancreatic samples, so the EWS-SAMM and GWS-SAMM
first cluster together and then join the cluster with the pancreatic samples. This occurs at an average distance slightly
above 0.4. The leukemia sample shows the largest difference
between the EWS- and GWS-SAMMs (Table 2), but they
still cluster with each other before joining the cluster containing the pancreatic and liver SAMMs, at a distance above
0.6. The EWS- and GWS-SAMMs for each melanoma
sample are similar, but the two samples show different patterns from each other. They form a melanoma cluster at an
average distance of about 0.7, which does not merge with the
above samples until the average distance threshold exceeds
1.2. As stated earlier, the EWS- and GWS-SAMMs for the
lung sample are very similar and have the smallest EWSGWS distance (Table 2). They are also very different from
the other SAMMs and only cluster with them at an average
distance above 1.4.
Though many of the SAMMs from different tissues have
similar patterns in the mutations with the largest frequencies,
they would not contribute to the Manhattan distance used to
determine the tissue of origin. It is where the SAMMs disagree that determines this distance. All seven EWS-SAMs
are predicted to belong to the correct tissue of origin, and
for six of them, the nearest neighbor was the corresponding
GWS-SAMM (Table 3).
A comparison of the membership probabilities in each
tissue type for the seven EWS-SAMMs and the six corresponding GWS-SAMMs32,42 is presented in Supplementary
Table 1. Again, it should be noted that the myeloid leukemia
sample was not examined in the previous study due to
the small number of samples. For the six other samples, the
EWS-SAMM had a larger membership in the correct tissue
type than the corresponding GWS-SAMM for three of the
samples (DO33091, DO45299, and ME009). For the lung
tumor sample (LUAD-5V8LT), the EWS-SAMM membership in the lung tissue type (0.936) is virtually same as the
GWS-SAMM (0.938). In the other two samples, DO35442
and ME044, the GWS-SAMM membership in the correct
tissue type was larger than the EWS-SAMM.
As shown in Supplementary Table 2, differences in muta
tions between exons and the entire genome, when measured
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as mutations per megabase, may simply be due to differences
in the frequency of specific trinucleotides in different genomic
regions. This is not to suggest that AAN→CAN transversions
are unimportant in esophageal adenocarcinomas. When the 16
ESAD-UK somatic mutation files are represented as SAMMs,
the AAG→ACG transversion had the highest frequency in six
tumor samples and was in the top 10 for 12 of the 16 tumors
(Supplementary Table 3). The AAC→ACC mutation was in
the top 20 mutation frequencies for 11 of the 16 samples, but
the AAA→ACA and AAT→ACT mutation frequencies were
not in the top 20 for any sample.
If mutation counts per megabase are used, 25,45,47 the
results are different (Supplementary Table 4). AAG→ACG
has the highest mutation count in 12 of the 16 tumor samples;
AAA→ACA, AAT→ACT, and AAC→ACC mutation
counts are in the top 20 for 11, 7, and 10 of the 16 samples,
respectively. This suggests that using counts per megabase
exaggerates the importance of these specific mutations and
that mutation frequencies using observed trinucleotide counts
are a better measure.
This present study examined the overall mutation patterns within exons and the whole genome. A similar methodology could be used to examine mutation patterns within
other regions of the genome such as introns, but care must be
used. Mutation rates are known to vary within specific regions
of the genome,47 such as with chromatin organization.48 For
example, there is a higher probability of a CpG island residing upstream of a gene49 and these regions are known to
resist methylation. Therefore, the frequency of 5mCpG deamination is expected to be lower in promoter regions than in
other areas of the genome.47 In addition, mutation frequencies correlate with DNA replication timing and transcription rate, 22 but these should be consistent within a specific
tumor type across individuals. The only caution would be to
ensure that the genomic region being considered is not too
restrictive, such that there are fewer than 2000 SBSs. Each
analysis would require determining the counts for each of the
trinucleotides in the selected regions, so that the frequency of
observation is determined relative to the trinucleotide counts,
not per megabase.
The fact that these EWS-SAMMs contain a similar
mutation pattern as the corresponding GWS-SAMMs may
be counterintuitive, given that different mutational processes
may be operating and exome mutation would be under a higher
selection pressure. This finding suggests that insight into the
mutational processes at work within a particular tumor type
can be obtained from less-expensive EWS studies. This also
justifies an earlier study that obtained more than 20 mutational
signatures from 7042 cancers that contained both GWS and
EWS results, 25 though that study used mutations per megabase, which may unbalance the results. Future investigations
will use both GWS and EWS mutation studies to determine
if there are tissue-specific mutational patterns present within
different tumor types.

Conclusion

This study shows that for six of the seven samples, the EWSSAMM is statistically different from the corresponding GWSSAMM, while for the seventh sample (LUAD-5V8LT), the
difference is not statistically significant (P = 0.142). Requiring a membership of 0.50 or more with a DD-6NN classifier
correctly identified the tissue of origin for five of the seven
EWS-SAMMs, and when a maximum likelihood criterion
was used, the correct tissue of origin was identified in all seven
samples. Therefore, although an EWS-SAMM may not be
statistically same as its corresponding GWS-SAMM, it still
contains the mutational patterns representing the tissue of
origin. Therefore, different mutations and repair mechanisms
acting on single-stranded or double-stranded DNA do not
cause a strong enough change in the overall mutation patterns in exonic regions, or over the entire genome, to hide the
underlying pattern of the tissue of origin.
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